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ABSTRACT

This research aimed to deal with two core questions:



What is the understanding of Sardinian Wines within Independent Wine
Merchants (IWMs)?



What are IWM’s attitudes towards Sardinian Wines?

Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with key importers and with Italian
specialist sommeliers to understand the place of Sardinian wine in the market. A
definition of IWMs was formed and a population database created against this
definition. The main body of data was collected through an online survey of United
Kingdom (UK) IWMs.

The research found that IWMs have a high level of understanding for Sardinian
wines given the wines’ niche status. There was wide familiarity with grape varieties
and key producing zones. IWMs were found to have a positive attitude towards the
style and value of Sardinian wines. However, they were found to have a negative
attitude towards the importance of Sardinian wines within their businesses, the
brands within Sardinian wine and the perceived familiarity with Sardinian wine
amongst their clientele.

Just under half of IWMs (49.7%) were found to not list Sardinian wine. This study
indicated that an opportunity exists to improve on this statistic.
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2:

INTRODUCTION

Sardinia is the second largest island in the Mediterranean Sea and is the 15th largest
wine producer of Italy’s 20 regions (Italian Wine Central, 2015). In 2015 Sardinia
produced 1.5% of Italy’s total wine output (Italian Wine Central, 2015).

IWMs are an important sector of the UK wine trade making up 7% of overall revenue
(Wine Intelligence, 2015). They are a growing category (Wine Intelligence, 2015)
within a changing off-trade scene in the UK (Wehring, 2016 and McKenna, 2015).
Sardinian wines are represented more in the on-trade than the off-trade in the UK
(Laird, 2015 and Cancedda, 2015). As such, within IWMs lies an opportunity for
growth for Sardinian wine. Exports of “drinks” which includes wine from Sardinia to
the UK are growing. Between 2013 and 2014 they grew by 30% (Martinucci, 2015)

Little research has been undertaken on IWMs in the UK and no research has been
undertaken on Sardinian wine within the UK market. As such an opportunity for
research exists. This study aims to address that by surveying a set of gatekeepers to
end consumers; IWMs. Research into consumer attitudes has been undertaken
(McEwan et al, 1994) but no research has been done on retailer attitudes. This study
shall address this gap.

At the centre of this research were two core questions:


What is the understanding of Sardinian Wines within IWMs?



What are IWM’s attitudes towards Sardinian Wines?
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The answers to these questions will be of particular interest to Sardinian wine
producers and importers. The paper will offer an overview of perceptions and thus
opportunities within an important sector of the UK supply chain: IWMs. This study
could form the basis for further studies on IWMs, the wines of Sardinia, or the wines
of Italy.
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3:

RESEARCH CONTEXT AND LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1:

UK Independent Shops

Napoleon’s "nation of shopkeepers"; the UK, saw a drop in the number of
independent shops in operation in the first half of 2015. While the overall drop was
small (net closure of 144 shops) it represented a worrying trend of closures and
market confidence in decline. To put this decline in perspective; in 2011 there was a
net gain of 3600 new independent shops. Independent shops still account for 65%
of the shops in Britain and they number 279,569 across the country (Anderson,
2015).

According to Sarah Golden of the British Independent Retailers Association (BIRA)
their outline for membership is “independently or family owned” and as such does
not rule out larger businesses that may still be owned privately (Golden, 2016).

In accounting terms there are definitions of Small and Medium Size Enterprises
(SMEs) within the UK.


According to Section 382 of the Companies Act 2006 (Legislation.gov.uk,
2016) a small business is one with a turnover of no more than £6.72 million
(GBP), a balance sheet of no more than £3.36 million and no more than 50
employees, within a given financial year.



According to Section 465 of the Companies Act 2006 (Legislation.gov.uk,
2016) a medium sized business is one with a turnover of no more than £27.36
million, a balance sheet of no more than £13.68 million and no more than 250
employees, within a given financial year.
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3.2:

UK Wine Market

According to the Wine and Spirit Trade Association (WSTA), the UK wine market is
the sixth largest in the world. It contributes £10 billion of sales to the economy - £6
billion in off-trade and £4 billion in on-trade sales. There are 30 million wine drinkers
in the UK, 60% of the population (WSTA Market Overview, 2015).

3.3:

UK Independent Wine Merchants

While an important sector of the UK wine landscape, there has been very little
research done on IWMs. As such, a consistent definition is difficult to find,
particularly given the success of a new style of IWM that allows wine to also be
consumed on-site creating an on/off-trade hybrid. All IWMs would fall under BIRA’s
criteria for membership mentioned above and most would fit into the definition of
SMEs with some notable exceptions such as Berry Brothers and Rudd who had a
turnover of £142 million in the financial year ending 31 st March 2015 (Mileham,
2015).

The International Wine Challenge (IWC) has criteria for entry into their merchant
awards (Rouse, 2016) separating into two categories by size:


Large Independent of the Year - ownership of the business must be privately
held and must have 4 – 15 retails shops located in the UK or over 20
members of staff



Small Independent Merchant of the Year - ownership of the business must be
privately held and must have 1 - 3 retail shops located in the UK and less than
20 members of staff
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Graham Holter of the Wine Merchant Magazine states an IWM, for their definition,
must “have fewer than 15 shops, be genuinely specialist (ie importing direct or
buying from recognised importers), and selling from bricks and mortar premises even
if online or wholesale are bigger parts of their business” (Holter, 2015)

The Wine Merchant magazine lists 556 IWMs operating 765 sites (eg. Bottle Apostle
in London operates 4 different shop locations). According to Holter, the size of the
IWM market within the UK is £438.7 million with this figure derived from their 2016
survey of IWMs. This figure caters for the full turnover of each of these IWMs, with
trade coming from retail, wholesale, ecommerce and on-premises sales. The total
size of the UK wine off-trade market is approx £6,546 million (Schmitt MW, 2015),
this number is supported by the WSTA who say that wine is worth £6 billion to shops
ie. off-trade (WSTA Market Overview, 2015). This puts IWMs as between 6.7% and
7.3% of the total UK off-trade wine market.

In the UK today it is understood that there are two tiers of drinks consumers; those
“who are seeking quality and new experiences” and those “who are unwilling or
unable to trade up” (Shaw, 2014). Within this split there exists an opportunity for
IWMs, who may not be able to cater to the bulk end of the market, to specialise and
sharpen their focus onto the requirements of those consumers seeking “quality and
new experiences”. This has led to a resurgence in the fortunes of IWMs with Wine
Intelligence commenting on their having grown from 4% to 7% of the overall UK wine
market from 2009 to 2014 (Wine Intelligence, 2015). This growth also bucks the
trend of general independent shops as mentioned above.
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3.4:

Wines of Sardinia

Sardinia is the second biggest island in the Mediterranean Sea after Sicily. It is one
of five autonomous regions of Italy. The island has a long history of wine production
with recent archaeological discoveries showing vine cultivation as far back as the
middle and late bronze age, circa 1350-1150 BC, predating the Roman Empire by
over 1000 years (Ucchesu et al., 2014).

In 2014 Sardinia produced 74,621,400 litres of wine (Agri.istat.it, 2016) - 68%
Denominazione di Origine Controllata (DOC) / Denominazione di Origine Controllata
e Garantita (DOCG) and 15% Indicazione Geografica Tipica (IGT) (Agri.istat.it,
2016). These numbers differ from those given in the original proposal with those
coming from Istat having not been published at the time of writing. Istat is the Italian
National Institute of Statistics and thus gives the most appropriate figures. In 2014,
exports were valued at €23.6 million (Coeweb.istat.it, 2016). In 2015 Sardinia was
ranked 15 of 20 of Italy’s regions for wine production volume. This equates to 8% of
no.1 rank Veneto and 13% of no.4 rank Sicily (Italian Wine Central, 2015).

In two studies by Maria Bonaria Lai et al (Bonaria Lai and Pomarici, 2006 and
Bonaria Lai, Del Giudice and Pomarici, 2008) Italian consumers showed a
preference for the red wines of Sardinia (over other styles) and for those with DOC
classification (above those without). These studies were conducted on Italian
consumers of Sardinian wine receiving 113 and 138 responses respectively. In both
cases the survey was undertaken through an online wine-shop and as such these
figures are biased towards a specific segment of consumers, that is, those who
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purchase wine online. In both cases the response numbers are not statistically
significant and thus act solely as a guide to consumer preference. This study aims to
build on the work of Bonaria Lai et al by looking at a different market (UK) and by
looking at a different segment of that market (UK IWMs).

3.5:

Wines of Sardinia in the UK market

Exact export figures for Sardinian wine to the UK do not exist, however, the total
“drinks” exported from Sardinia to the UK in 2014 was worth €1,191,000 in 2014 in
comparison to €918,000 in 2013 – an increase of 30%. Drinks rank fifth in value of
exports only behind products derived from petroleum refining, weapons and
ammunition, stone, sand and clay and products of the dairy industry. It should be
noted that “drinks” includes alcoholic beverages and soft drinks (Martinucci, 2015).

Comparing figures of two importers of Sardinian Wines into the UK gives an
interesting context as to where the wines of Sardinia sit in the UK market. Both
Eurowines and Berkmann Wine Cellars show similar results when looking at where
Sardinian wines are sold within the UK market, with both companies reporting sales
of 86% to the on-trade and 14% to the off-trade. When comparing this to their overall
sales, both companies sell 71% to the on-trade and 29% to the off-trade. These
figures imply that the on-trade is more important to the wines of Sardinia than the
norm with both these importers. Eurowines and Berkmann represent Dolianova,
Argiolas, Capichera and Pala; four of Sardinia’s top 15 producers by volume
(Civiltadelbere.com, 2016).
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There are no studies on Italian or Sardinian wine specific to the UK market or
specific to IWMs. Bernetti et al (Bernetti, Casini and Marinelli, 2006) reference the
UK within a worldwide wine market context. Their research is an analysis of
production and distribution to discover Italy’s position within the world wine market.
Italy is noted as being the third biggest importer into the UK after France & Australia,
these figures are now out of date, with Australia now selling more than France,
though Italy maintains its position (WSTA Market Overview, 2015). This study aims
to add to Bernetti et al’s work by dealing with a specific segment of a specific market
ie. the UK and IWMs within the UK.

3.6:

Surveys of IWMs

Various studies of IWMs have been undertaken by members of the UK trade press
such as Harpers and The Wine Merchant Magazine (Heywood, 2013 and Holter,
2016). The point of these surveys was to ascertain current business trends amongst
IWMs. No survey of IWMs has been conducted with specific relevance to Sardinian
Wine or Italian wine.

3.7:

UK consumer studies

Ritchie (Ritchie, 2009) and Goodman (Goodman, 2009) undertook consumer studies
identifying purchase motivators for UK wine consumers and comparing purchase
motivators with those of other countries respectively. Steiner (Steiner, 2004) looks at
the value that UK consumers give to various parts of the wine labels, such as grape
variety and region, of Australian wines. This study aims to build on the work of
Ritchie, Goodman and Steiner by targeting a different segment of the supply chain in
IWMs – effectively looking at the “gatekeepers” to some of these end-consumers.
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The Wilson Drinks Report (Wilson, 2016) published a consumer wine purchase
decision tree based on a YouGov poll of British adult drinkers which asked them to
rank the factor they decided on first when purchasing wine. This study utilises
Wilson’s work as a reference point for creating the questionnaire distributed to IWMs
(see 4.5).

3.8:

Retailer and consumer attitudes

McEwan et al (McEwan et al., 1994) deals with consumer attitudes towards another
consumable niche product – olive oil. Niche can be defined as “Denoting or relating
to products, services, or interests that appeal to a small, specialized section of the
population” (Oxforddictionaries.com, 2016), it does not include known value items
(KVIs). There are no studies on wine retailer’s attitudes towards Italian or Sardinian
wine. This study aims to fill that gap while building on the work of McEwan et al albeit
in a different category.
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4:

4.1:

METHODOLOGY

Overview

Following semi-structured interviews with key importers of Italian wines and Italian
specialist sommeliers a survey was compiled. This survey was intended to be
forwarded to the entire population of UK IWMs or as close to that number as
possible. In order to obtain a large amount of data in a short period of time an online
survey was undertaken. Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) was used for this
purpose. The IWM category was defined and a database was compiled, confirming
that each IWM fit the definition. The survey was designed to gather information about
the core questions in the Approved Research Paper Proposal ie. the understanding
of Sardinian wine amongst IWMs and their attitudes towards Sardinian wine.

4.2:

Definition of IWMs and Population

While there is no official definition of IWMs certain aspects are inherent in the title –
that is, privately or family owned and wine specialism. This study adapts Graham
Holter of the Wine Merchant Magazine’s definition (see 3.3) adding reference to
ownership.
Thus, an Independent Wine Merchant is a privately owned business, with fewer
than 15 shops, specialising in wine, selling from bricks and mortar premises.
In the research proposal an IWM’s location was mentioned as part of the definition
with their being located in one part of the county only a stipulation. In practice this is
true of all the IWMs surveyed.
The Wine Merchant Magazine’s population of 556 IWMs is adopted in this study
(Holter, 2015). These 556 IWMs are operating 765 outlets.
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4.3:

Sample Selection

A list of IWMs was sought from Holter but it was not made available due to
commercial sensitivity. Therefore, four other lists were used in order to compile the
database used for this study. The first was provided by Awin Barratt Siegel Wine
Agencies, comprising of 671 entries many of which were not included within the
above definition. Entries excluded were wholesalers, online-only retailers or not
wine-specialists. Both Jancis Robinson MW (Robinson MW, 2016) and Jamie
Goode’s (Goode, 2016) websites contain a list of UK Wine Merchants and these
were checked against the definition and added to the database where possible.
Finally, The Wine Merchant Magazine’s twitter account (@WineMerchantMag) was
viewed to see which IWMs it was following - this resulted in a database of 556 IWMs
equivalent to 100% of the population. While creating the database and checking the
entries against the definition, contact details were compiled. Those IWMs without an
email address or contact form on their website were excluded because of time
constraints and thus a sample size of 473 was finalised. This represented 85% of the
total population. After responses were analysed 5 entries were disqualified as their
businesses had moved away from retail or had closed. This left a final sample size
for analysis purposes of 468 IWMs or 84% of the total population.

4.4:

Interviews

A series of semi-structured interviews were held with key importers of Sardinian wine
into the UK as well as two Italian wine Specialist sommeliers. The purpose of these
interviews was to extract qualitative data to set the scene for Sardinian wines within
the UK and to help define the questions that would be posed in the survey of IWMs.
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These interviews were conducted by email between May 2015 and January 2016. A
list of questions and interviewees is available in appendix 8.3 and 8.2 respectively.

4.5:

Survey Design

The full survey consisted of 36 questions designed to yield quantitative data about
IWMs, their understanding of Sardinian Wines and their attitudes towards those
wines (appendix 8.6). Use of question styles such as multiple choice, ranking (order
changed per respondent so as not to impart bias), list, likert and open response were
employed.

In the initial stages the survey was designed to ask simple questions about the
respondent's business so that later profiling could be undertaken by geography,
number of outlets, specialism and number and type of listings.

The next stage aims to assess respondent's understanding of Sardinian wine and
their relationship to the island's wines. The first questions were designed to gauge
engagement with the wines while the latter questions were designed to gauge
knowledge about Sardinian wines. Questions 17 and 19 were designed as splitpaths so that a respondent who gave a “No” answer would be automatically taken
past the following more in-depth question.

The final section of the survey focussed on the respondents attitudes towards
Sardinian wines. Likert scale questions (where respondents could express their level
of agreement with a given statement) were employed. These questions were
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developed based on semi-structured interviews with Italian specialist sommeliers
and with reference to consumer buying decision trees referenced in the Wilson
Drinks Report (Wilson, 2016) with the following headings; Price, Value, Grape
variety, Brand, Packaging and Style. The consumer buying decision tree is based on
a YouGov poll of British adult drinkers which asked them to rank the factor they
decided on first when purchasing wine. Colour was the first decision for 47% of
respondents, offers for 18%, price point for 13%, grape for 9%, country of origin for
6%, total budget for 4% and brand for 3%. The author chose to allow all respondents
to answer these questions whether they listed Sardinian wines or not in the
knowledge that many respondents may select “Neither Agree or Disagree” for all
questions. This decision was taken in the knowledge that further profiling could later
be undertaken to separate those who did list from those who did not. The choice was
made based on the importance of opinion of those respondents who have never
stocked Sardinian wine or those who have chosen to stop stocking the wines.

Before distributing the survey it was piloted between 10th and 14th February 2016
using a test group of five colleagues and peers in other parts of the wine trade
(wholesalers / supermarket buyers / private client sales) in order to garner opinions
on flow and clarity of the questions. As a result adjustments were made specifically
to instructions for respondents and opportunities for respondents to give added
information in open response follow up questions. A recommendation to add a
question on packaging to the attitudes section of the survey was also taken.
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4.6:

Survey Implementation

The survey was distributed via a link within an email or by a contact form on a
website. It was emailed initially on 8th March 2016 and a follow up email was sent on
24th March 2016 with the author filling in contact forms on websites of IWMs on 4th
and 7th April 2016 with reminders sent on the 14th of April 2016. Each
correspondence mentioned an incentive to be entered into a draw to win fine
wine. Those IWMs where the author had personal or professional contacts were
emailed separately. The author acknowledges that the results of the survey could be
compromised if respondents were influenced by their relationship with the author.
However, gaining a higher response rate allows for a greater, more representative
set of data. Given that the quantitative nature of the questions allows no room for
bias these limitations were accepted. The author's own opinions or expectations
were not conveyed to respondents at any time during the study.

4.7:

Analysis

Analysis was undertaken using SurveyMonkey’s online app and using Microsoft
excel. These programmes allowed for visual representation of results in terms of
charts and graphs and allowed for ranking and profiling between questions.
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5:

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1:

Overview

The aim of this survey was to obtain information on the understanding and attitudes
of UK IWMs towards Sardinian wine. Questions were laid out in order to allow
profiling so that links could also be drawn between these two aspects. A high
response rate was achieved and it is believed that this study was the biggest ever of
IWMs with a higher response rate than those studies referenced in 3.6. The results
and analysis are laid out in order to match the flow of the survey.

5.2:

Response Rate

The survey was sent to 84% of the population – 468 IWMs of the total 556. In total
there were 194 responses of which 177 were complete. These 177 responses
equate to 37.8% of the sample size or 31.8% of the total population. In terms of
statistical significance this represents a margin of error of 6.08% with a confidence
level of 95% (Surveysystem.com, 2016). It is acknowledged that a margin of error of
5% would have ideally been achieved but this would have required a response rate
of 227 for this population size (40.8% of the population). Within the time and
budgetary constraints and given the small population size for this study achieving
this response rate was impractical. Objectivity can be seen to be maintained due to
the stark contrasts in some of the data, showing that generalisations are valid,
despite the 1.08% difference from the ideal margin of error.
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5.3:

The Respondents

Of the responses; 136 IWMs were operators of single shops (76.8%), 34 were
operators of 2-4 shops (19.2%), 5 were operators of 5-7 shops (2.8%) and 2 were
bigger operators of 8-10 shops and 11-15 shops respectively (0.5% each). Taking
mean numbers these 177 responses represented approximately 290 shops around
the UK. Figure 1 shows the geographic spread of where the respondent’s main site
or head office was located within the UK (taken from their response to question 2 of
the survey).

Fig. 1: Location of respondents
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5.3.1: Specialisation
Questions 4 and 5 of the survey were designed to highlight the specialisation and
focus of the respondents. Question 4 was designed to show those shops whose
specialisation represented more than 75% of their turnover and question 5 was
designed to allow respondents to express their own opinion on specialisation – for
example, one might consider themselves a specialist on German wine while its
commercial significance may still be low to the company. For 4 respondents Italian
wine represented 75% or more of their turnover (see figure 2). Of those who
responded “No” to question 4 (saying that no region represented 75% or more of
their turnover) when responding to question 5 41% said that they were a French
specialist, with 20% suggesting they were an Italian specialist, 33% intimating they
specialised in another European area, and 24.5% saying they specialised in a New
World region. Combining those who have 75% or more turnover in Italian wines and
those who consider themselves Italian specialists this equates to 22.6% of the
sample. This figure is lower than the one achieved by The Wine Merchant magazine
in their 2016 reader’s survey where 40% (of 145 respondents) considered
themselves to be an Italian specialist. These answers are important for later profiling
– for example, a company whose turnover is made up from more than 75% French
sales may not be expected to have any interaction with Sardinian wine.
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Fig. 2: Areas of specialism on Y axis and percentage of respondents on X axis

5.3.2: Listings
Questions (q.) 6 to 11 were structured to extract information about the range that
each of the respondents offered and was designed to highlight Italian listings and
then Sardinian listings and (by way of comparison) Sicilian listings. Those
respondents who selected the “my business prevents me...” option for Italian wine
listings (q.7) were automatically taken to question 12 to reduce time in the survey.
With one respondent selecting this option it meant that there were 176 responses for
the important question 8 which dealt with listings of Sardinian wines. The headline
number was that 49% of respondents did not stock Sardinian wines. This further
supports the findings referenced in 3.5, where the on-trade is more important for the
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sales of Sardinian wines. By comparison, results of question 11 showed that just
10% of respondents did not stock Sicilian wines. It is interesting to note that all
respondents who stocked Sardinian wine (89) also stocked Sicilian wine with just
one exception. When those respondents who relied on an area other than Italy for
75% or more of their turnover were removed, the percentage of those respondents
who did not stock Sardinian wine dropped from 49% to 45% (of 143 responses).

Of those respondents who listed the most wines overall (1201 wines or more) 73%
listed Sardinian wines – this may point to those IWMs with the broadest ranges being
able to list more niche products overall. As overall wine listings go up the number of
IWMs who do not list Sardinian wines goes down. However, in the penultimate wines
listed bracket (“801-1200”) this trend stops before regaining its direction in the final
“1201 or more” bracket. Figure 3 displays the comparison of overall listings (q.6) to
Sardinian listings (q.8) highlighting the fact that those with smaller overall ranges
have less Sardinian listings in percentage terms.

Of those respondents who list the most Italian wines (51 wines or more) 72% of
respondents listed Sardinian wines, while of those listing 50 Italian wines or less
32.7% listed Sardinian wines. All of the respondents who listed 10 or more Sardinian
wines had 201 or more Italian wines listed. This could again point towards those who
have more space and listings dedicated to Italian wine overall having more
opportunity and potential to list more niche products. Figure 4 shows the comparison
of Italian listings (q.7) to Sardinian listings (q.8).
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Fig. 3: X axis - total number of wines listed

Fig. 4: X axis – number of Italian wines listed
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Questions 9 and 10 were open response questions. Question 9 asked respondents
to mention price points at which they sold Sardinian wine and question 10 asked
respondents to mention why they stopped selling Sardinian wines if they had listed
them in the past. While not statistically significant, it is interesting to note that, 66
respondents mentioned the price bracket of Sardinian wine where the survey found
there to be the most perceived value: “£10-£14.99” (see 5.5.1). Question 10 did not
receive enough responses (18) to be statistically significant but it did allow insight
with responses such as “price”, “did not sell”, and “we buy from a number of
importers and are limited by their offer which is rather uninspiring” given as reasons
for no longer listing the wines of Sardinia.

5.3.3: Factors in selling Sardinian Wine
Question 12 was a ranking question where respondents were asked to rank the
sales aspects that were most important to them in selling Sardinian wine. This
question was designed as an over-arching question that incorporated aspects of the
respondent’s every day business, their understanding of Sardinian wine and their
attitudes towards the wines. This question was designed to book-end the questions
on the respondent’s business while introducing the respondent to the next sections
of the survey.

“Staff recommendation” was the most important aspect of selling these wines
followed by “price” and “origin recognition”. “Brand recognition” was particularly low
in terms of importance (see figure 5).
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“Staff recommendation”, the most important aspect of selling Sardinian wine, was the
only response option to have a higher percentage (36% to 34% respectively) than
the “N/A” option when viewing the entire sample. This confirms Sardinian wine as
being a niche, or specialist, product that requires hand-selling. The “price” option had
the highest response (22%) as the second most important aspect of selling Sardinian
wine. From this we can extrapolate that IWMs feel a staff recommendation is
required in order to introduce customers to the wines of the region; once the
introduction has been made price becomes the most important issue. These results
agreed with those offered by Giuseppe Turi of Enoteca Turi restaurant in London
where recommendation is the most important aspect of selling Sardinian wine and
value is also paramount (Turi, 2016). IWMs rank “Brand recognition” as the least
important aspect of selling Sardinian wine which could point toward a lack of known
brands from the island or apathy on the part of IWMs towards brands in general.
When viewed in terms of those respondents who list Sardinian wines these results
changed. “Staff recommendation” grew its percentage as the most important aspect
of selling Sardinian wine from 36% to 44%. Also, the “grape variety” option moved to
third most important factor overall in place of “origin recognition” (see figure 6). This
is an important change as to those currently selling the wines the grape variety is
more of a selling point than where it is from. “Brand” recognition remained the least
important aspect amongst those listing the wines.
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Fig. 5: results of survey question 12 with number of respondents on X axis

Fig. 6: results of question 12 among Sardinian wine stockists
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5.4:

Understanding of Sardinian Wine

The responses to question 12 suggested that staff recommendation was
fundamental to selling Sardinian wine and as such IWMs understanding of the wines
is paramount.

5.4.1: Engagement
Questions 14 and 15 of the survey were designed to query the respondents’
engagement with Sardinian wine with q.14 asking when the respondent had last
tasted wine from Sardinia and q.15 asking when the respondent had last engaged
with media about Sardinian wine.

Question 14 gave some interesting results; of the 89 respondents who do stock the
wines of Sardinia 97% have tasted the wines within the last 2 years with 70% having
tasted the wines in the last 3 months. However, of the 88 respondents who did not
stock Sardinian wines 67% of them had tasted Sardinian wines in the last 2 years,
with 24% of them having tasted the wines in the last 3 months and 19% having
tasted them in the last 6 months. While these results seem to show that those
stocking the wines are more likely to have tried them recently it also points towards
something other than a lack of access to the wines as the reason for not stocking
them with 47% of the full sample having tried them in last 3 months and a further
20% having tried them within the last 6 months – together making up 67% of the
sample. Of the 144 people who left a comment in the open response box as to
where they tasted the wines of Sardinia last – 50 tasted at a trade fair and 55 with an
importer or from samples sent to them by an importer. Just 6% of the full sample had
never tried a wine from Sardinia.
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Question 15 also raised some interesting results; of the respondents who stock
Sardinian wine 33% have never engaged with media about the wines of Sardinia,
with 53% having engaged in the last 2 years. While it may be tempting to draw a
conclusion that the majority of those who have engaged with media on Sardinian
wine have listed the wines, the numbers do not support that, as of those 88
respondents who do not stock the wines of Sardinia the numbers are similar with
30% respondents having never engaged with media about Sardinian wine and 52%
having engaged in the last 2 years. 32% of the full sample have never engaged with
media about Sardinian wine. Should this study be undertaken again it would be
interesting to see the responses to question 15 in the revised version as at the time
of writing (end April 2016) Decanter published a piece on the wines of the island
(Jefford, 2016).

5.4.2: Knowledge
Questions 16 – 20 were designed to get a specific understanding of what the
respondents thought of their own Sardinian wine knowledge. No respondent
considered their knowledge of Sardinian wines to be at expert level, and just 2 of 177
put themselves at advanced level. Interestingly these 2 respondents stocked ‘10 or
more’ and ‘7 to 9’ Sardinian wines respectively. Of the 70 respondents who
considered their knowledge of Sardinian wines to be at an intermediate level 49 were
stockists (70%). Of the 105 respondents who classed their knowledge at novice level
just 38 stocked any Sardinian wine (see figure 7). The implication here is that those
with more knowledge of Sardinian wine are more likely to list the wines. However, it
is important to take into account that this knowledge may have been accumulated
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after listing the wines and may not have been the reason or motivation behind the
listing.

Fig. 7: Sardinian wine knowledge among stockists of Sardinian wine (X axis)

Question 17 asked the respondents whether they were familiar with Sardinian DOC
or DOCG wine areas, as did question 19 with reference to IGT wine areas. If
candidates answered ‘No’ to either of these questions they were skipped past the
following question which offered a list of the various zones for candidates to select
those zones with which they were familiar. Perhaps unsurprisingly, more
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respondents were familiar with DOC and DOCG zones (43%) than with IGT zones
(17%). In terms of the zones that were most known Vermentino di Sardegna DOC
was followed by Cannonau di Sardegna DOC and in third place the island’s only
DOCG area of Vermentino di Gallura with 88%, 79% and 45% of the 77 respondents
selecting these answers respectively. While this is a small sample size it is
interesting to see the projections of this result – with 38% of IWMs being familiar with
Vermentino di Sardegna DOC, 34% with Cannonau di Sardegna DOC and 20% with
Vermentino di Gallura DOCG respectively. For what is a niche region, as seen in the
requirement for hand-selling and staff recommendations, these results do not point
to an overall lack of knowledge or familiarity within IWMs with the zones of Sardinia.
When combining these results with those of question 14 in relation to when the
respondent last tasted the wines of Sardinia, an interesting picture is painted where
over two thirds of the sample size have tasted the wines within the last 6 months and
over a third are familiar with the two most biggest producing DOC zones on the
island. Of the IGT zones on the island Isola dei Nuraghi was out by itself with 84% of
those answering familiar; equivalent to 15% of the total sample.

5.5:

Attitudes towards Sardinian Wine

The opening question of this section aimed to gauge whether respondents saw
Sardinian wine as an important category within their own business. Just 8% of
respondents were positive with 63% negative (see figure 8). For those 89
respondents who stock Sardinian wine this positivity grew to 13.5% with negativity at
56%. When asked to compare the importance of Sardinian and Sicilian wine just
3.4% were positive in favour of Sardinian wine with 70.6% in favour of Sicilian wine.
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This level of importance is consistent with the numbers of respondents listing wines
from the islands with 89.3% (of total sample size of 177) of respondents listing
Sicilian wines in comparison with 50.3% of respondents listing Sardinian wines. It is
worth noting that these percentages do not change dramatically when profiled
against those respondents who classified themselves as Italian specialists with 5%
positive for Sardinia and 72% naming Sicily as more important, with the main change
coming as a reduction to those saying they were undecided. When profiled against
those who stock Sardinian wine 4.5% were positive for Sardinia and 75% felt Sicily
was more important.

Fig.8: results of survey question 21
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5.5.1: Price and Value
The next questions dealt with price and value. Of those respondents who stocked
Sardinian wine 29% were positive and 18% were negative when asked if they
agreed that Sardinian wines hit price points that allowed them to sell them
effectively. This changed to 20% positive amongst the entire sample with negative
remaining at 18%.

Question 24 gave a range of price points for respondents to rate in terms of whether
they represented good value for Sardinian wines. There was only one price point
where disagreement outweighed agreement in favour of the wines being good value
and this was “up to £6.99” – this was 19% positive to 22% negative when viewed in
terms of the whole sample and 23% positive to 35% negative when viewing just
those respondents who list Sardinian wine. In the “£20 and above” bracket
agreement and disagreement were at the same level (18%) when viewed in context
of the entire sample size, but, when viewed solely in terms of those who stock
Sardinian wine agreement outweighed disagreement 32% to 23%. By far the most
successful price point for perceived value was the “£10 - £14.99” bracket, this was
47% to 5% in favour of agreed value amongst the entire sample (see figure 9). The
level of agreement rose to 66% when just looking at stockists of Sardinian wines.
Those respondents who were stockists intimated that Sardinian wines represent
good value in all price brackets except the entry level (see figure 10).
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Fig. 9: number of respondents on X axis, price brackets on Y axis

Fig. 10: results of survey question 24 among Sardinian wine stockists
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5.5.2: Grape Varieties
Questions 25 and 26 dealt with Sardinian grape varieties and whether respondents
and respondents’ customers were familiar with them. This was effectively an
attitudes question following an understanding question. Asking the respondents
whether they were familiar with the grape varieties gave more information on their
understanding but looking at how they perceive their customers’ (who they are
buying the wines to sell to) familiarity gave an insight as to why or why not the
respondent may or may not be purchasing the wines. 52% of the full sample of
respondents were positive in relation to their own familiarity with the grape varieties
growing to 73% for those respondents who stocked. 24% were negative in the full
sample falling to 12% of those who stocked. In relation to respondents’ perceptions
of their customers’ familiarity with the varieties 67% of the full sample were negative
growing to 70% for those who stocked (see figure 11). One could hypothesise that
this perceived lack of awareness amongst their clientele could be a reason for
respondents not stocking these wines but more specific research is required to
confirm this. The positive results for respondents own familiarity with the grape
varieties versus the negative results for their clientele further enforces the
requirement for staff recommendation as discussed in the results to question 12 (see
5.3).
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Fig. 11: results of survey question 26 among Sardinian wine stockists
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5.5.3: Brands
The following issue addressed was that of brands and whether Sardinia has strong
wine brands. This resulted in broad disagreement with 46% of the full sample, rising
to 53% of the Sardinian wine stockists disagreeing with the statement that “within
Sardinian wine there are strong wine brands”. Only 8% and 11% respectively agreed
with the statement. This confirmed the result of question 12 where brand recognition
ranked as the least important facet of selling Sardinian wines. An open response box
was placed after the branding question where respondents could mention any
brands they felt were strong. Of 26 respondents who mentioned a brand, 14
mentioned Argiolas and 7 mentioned Agricola Punica, representing 8% and 4% of
the entire sample respectively. These results could point to a gap in the market for a
branded Sardinian wine. Alternatively, it could point to apathy towards brands in
general amongst IWMs.

Further study would be required to clarify these

hypotheses.

5.5.4: Packaging
Packaging was a factor that largely had little agreement or disagreement with 77% of
the full sample choosing “Neither Agree or Disagree” with the statement “Sardinian
Wines have packaging that allow me to sell them effectively”, however, there was
more agreement than disagreement overall. Both the full sample and those who
stock the wines were 13% and 21% in agreement respectively compared with 10%
and 12% respectively in disagreement. These results could point toward an overall
indifference when it comes to packaging with respondents more focussed on what is
in the bottle or it could suggest that Sardinian wine labels are inoffensive and as
such not worthy of praise or criticism.
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5.5.5: Style
Attitudes towards the style of Sardinian wines were questioned next with
respondents asked to indicate their level of agreement with two statements – “the
white wines of Sardinia are made in a style that my customers appreciate” and “the
red wines of Sardinia are made in a style that my customers appreciate”. Bonaria Lai
et al (Bonaria Lai, Del Giudice and Pomarici, 2008) had found that Italian consumers
preferred the red wines of Sardinia and the results here showed accordance with
these results in UK terms, albeit questioning a different segment of the supply chain.
When looking at responses of the full sample there was 38% agreement that the
white wines were made in a style respondents’ customers appreciated with 40%
agreement for the red wines. There was just 4% disagreement for both colours.
When viewing the responses of those who stock Sardinian wines this grew to 58%
for whites and 61% for reds (with disagreement at just 3% for both colours).

5.5.6: Sicily
As discussed earlier, 49.7% of the total sample (177) did not list Sardinian wines
compared with 10.7% not listing the wines of Sicily. The final series of questions
proposed a comparison between Sardinia and Sicily under the headings of Value,
Brands, Grape varieties and Style, asking respondents to rate which region was
“better” for each heading. These questions were phrased in a simple choice of
Sardinia or Sicily only format, and, as there was no “N/A” option given, the author
allowed respondents to skip these questions in order to still complete the survey
even if they felt they had no opinion on these questions. So questions 32 – 35
received 162, 165, 161, and 162 responses respectively. Each result was
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dramatically in the favour of Sicily in line with the much greater listings discussed
earlier (see figure 12). Sardinia’s strongest showing was under “which region
represents better value?” with 12% of the full sample (162) and 14% amongst those
who stock Sardinian wines (85).

Question
Which region represents better
value?
Which region has stronger wine
brands?
Which region has more
memorable grape varieties?
Which region's wine styles
resonate more with your
clientele?

5.6:

Full sample
Sardinia
Sicily

Sardinian Wine
stockists
Sardinia
Sicily

11.73%

88.27%

14.12%

85.88%

4.24%

95.76%

6.90%

93.10%

11.18%

88.82%

10.71%

89.29%

87.06%
91.98%
12.84%
87.06%
Fig. 12: comparison between Sardinia and Sicily

Other Observations

An open response box was used as question 36 in order to allow respondents
mention any other observations that they had on Sardinian wines. Of 56 responses,
there were 11 mentions for the wines being “pricey” or expensive particularly at the
entry level, there were 7 mentions of supplier or agents not having any or enough
options, and 7 mentions of lack of knowledge and requirement for general education
or marketing on the area (both aimed at IWMs and consumers). The additional
shipping from Sardinia to the European mainland before transport to the UK adds a
haulage cost - £375 to ship a pallet from Sardinia versus £310 to ship from Piemonte
according to Wineflow’s shipping rates (Treleaven 2016, pers comm.). This
increases the overall bottle retail price by approximately £0.20 when standard retail
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margins and VAT are considered (Sherwood MW 2016, pers comm.), which would
have greater affect on the prices of those wines at entry level cost. Earlier we saw
respondents rating the entry level wines of Sardinia as the poorest value of all the
price brackets. The mentions of suppliers not listing wines do not ring true with over
two thirds of respondents having tasted the wines in the last 6 months (see 5.4.1).
The mentions of lack of knowledge also must be questioned given the results to the
question on respondents’ knowledge of Sardinian DOC and DOCG zones, with over
a third identifying familiarity with the two largest producing DOC zones of the island
(see 5.4.2).
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6:

CONCLUSIONS

Interviews with Italian specialist sommeliers and importers were undertaken in order
to aid the development of a survey questionnaire which was sent electronically to a
sample of 468 IWMs, 84% of the total population of 556. 177 complete responses
were received which is the largest survey of IWMs carried out in the UK. In order to
allow for a degree of profiling the questionnaire was divided into 3 sections;
background to the respondent’s business, their understanding of Sardinian wines,
and their attitudes toward Sardinian wine.

A broad range of IWMs responded, mainly single site operators (77%). For 4 of the
respondents Italian wine represented 75% or more of turnover, and a further 36
respondents considered themselves Italian specialists (23% of total sample
combined).

Of the total sample 50.3% listed Sardinian wines, 49.7% did not list Sardinian wines.
Amongst those respondents who listed the most wines (1201 or more) 73% listed
Sardinian wines. Of those who listed 51 or more Italian wines 72% list Sardinian
wines and of those who list 50 Italian wines or less 33% list Sardinian wines. The
implication of these figures is that those businesses that have higher numbers of
listings have more space to list niche wines such as those of Sardinia. The wines of
Sicily were stocked by 90% of respondents. This suggests that in a ranking of “must
list” regions of Italy Sardinia comes after Sicily but more research is required in this
area to confirm this. A possible further research question would ask IWMs to rate the
regions which were most important to their businesses within Italy, this could be
compared with the volume of production from each region.
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The most important aspect of selling Sardinian wine in IWMs is “staff
recommendation”. This suggests that staff are required to bring their customers’
attention to the wines of Sardinia. The wines require hand-selling. This further
supports Sardinian wines niche status. It also highlights the importance of the staff
having an understanding of the wines in order to sell them effectively.

Respondents familiar with Sardinian DOC or DOCG zones made up 43% of the
sample and 17% were familiar with the IGT zones of the island. Over one third of
respondents were familiar with the two largest producing DOC zones on the island.
52% of respondents were familiar with the grape varieties of the region. Just 6% of
the sample had never tasted the wines of Sardinia with 67% having tasted the wines
in the last 6 months. Of those respondents who list the wines of Sardinia 70% had
tasted in the last 3 months. 53% of respondents had engaged with media about
Sardinian wines in the last 2 years. This points towards a region that, among IWMs,
has a moderate level of understanding and engagement. However, when viewed in
terms of its status as a niche category it indicates a high level of understanding and
engagement. Given that just 8% of respondents rated Sardinian wine as a category
that is important to their business this level of engagement and understanding is
particularly impressive. It also implies a sector of the wine trade (IWMs) that is
knowledgeable and engaged, one that achieves a level of understanding of a
category whether it lists the wines or not. Further research could be undertaken on
the motivation behind purchase decisions among IWMs. When respondents were
asked to give other observations on the wines of Sardinia some mentioned an
overall lack of choice amongst their suppliers. These assertions are not supported by
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the number of IWMs who have recently tasted the wines but more research could be
carried out on the availability of the wines of Sardinia through UK importers and
agents.

The attitudes of IWMs towards the wines of Sardinia were measured using a series
of ‘Likert’ questions where respondents were asked to choose their level of
agreement with a variety of statements.

As mentioned above, just 8% of respondents considered Sardinian wine important to
their business and just 3% considered Sardinian wine a more important category
than Sicilian wine.

When asked whether Sardinian wine hit price points that allowed the respondents to
sell them effectively 20% of the sample were positive with 18% negative. When
questioned about the value of Sardinian wines the results were more positive. The
price point that offered the most value was “£10 - £14.99” with 47% agreeing that the
wines represented good value at this price point and just 5% disagreeing. When
viewed solely in terms of stockists of Sardinian wine this agreement rose to 66%.
The price point that offered the least value was the entry level bracket “up to £6.99”
with 19% in agreement and 22% in disagreement. Several respondents noted that
Sardinian wines were expensive when giving other observations at the end of the
survey. For shipping to the UK there is an additional cost from Sardinia when
compared to the Italian mainland. This additional cost could add up to £0.20 to the
end price of a bottle of wine which equates to 3% of a £6.99 bottle. For those
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respondents who stock Sardinian wine they were viewed overall as good value at all
price brackets with the exception of the entry level.

The majority of respondents were familiar with the grape varieties of Sardinia (52%).
However, respondents disagreed (67%) that their customers were familiar with the
grape varieties of Sardinia. This is a complex IWM attitude as it represents not the
customer’s actual familiarity but the perception the IWM has of their customers'
familiarity. Where this becomes important is the link that IWMs can draw between a
perceived lack of knowledge in their customers and whether or not to stock a product
which they feel their customers do not understand. If they feel customers will not
understand a product it could require more work on the IWMs behalf - as alluded to
in staff recommendation ranking as the most important aspect of selling Sardinian
wine. This topic has much potential for further research to study the relationship
between merchants' perception of customers' knowledge and listings or with
customers' actual knowledge of the subject matter.

IWMs’ attitudes towards the brands of Sardinia were negative overall. 46%
disagreed that Sardinia has strong brands with just 8% in agreement. “Brand
recognition” was ranked lowest in importance of the aspects of selling Sardinian
wines. 8% of respondents mentioned Argiolas as a strong brand and 4% mentioned
Agricola Punica. While these numbers are low they do suggest that IWMs are aware
of some of Sardinia’s wine brands. The negative attitudes towards the brands of
Sardinia could suggest an opportunity for a strong Sardinian brand within UK IWMs.
However, these findings could also suggest a negative attitude towards wine brands
in general. Further research is required in this area to confirm this.
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The attitudes of IWMs towards packaging were neutral. The large majority of
respondents did not agree or disagree that Sardinian wines possessed packaging
that allowed effective selling. This could point toward IWMs apathy toward packaging
in general with a preference on focussing on what is inside the bottle. It could also
indicate that the packaging of Sardinian wine is largely standard or inoffensive and
therefore not worthy of praise or criticism. There is an opportunity to conduct further
research on packaging preferences in IWMs both for Sardinian wine and for the wine
trade in general.

IWMs are in agreement that the wines of Sardinia, both red and white, are made in a
style that their customers appreciate. This also represents a complex IWM attitude.
The question is phrased in order to obtain the respondent’s perception of what their
clients think of the style of the wines. This is of great importance when related to the
decision as to whether or not to list a wine. Ultimately IWMs purchase their wines to
sell to their customers. If they perceived that their customers would not like the wines
then no purchase would take place. It is worth noting that while there was broad
agreement amongst the whole sample 38% for whites and 40% for reds, this
agreement grew to 58% and 61% (for whites and red respectively) among stockists
of Sardinian wine. This increase in positive numbers could suggest positive feedback
from clients or from sales data. More specific research on this area could attempt to
ascertain why this jump in positive attitudes has taken place. Further research could
also focus on IWMs’ motivation for listing wines.
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Many of the findings of this research concur with the author’s own experience of
selling Sardinian wine within an IWM. A staff recommendation is the key to get
consumers to taste these wines with brands and packaging, initially at least,
unimportant. Generally the recommendations are met with unfamiliarity but
openness for those customers interested in trying something new. Often, once the
customers have tasted the wines; repeat purchases follow suggesting that
customers appreciate the style and value of the wines.

At the heart of this research were two core questions
•

What is the understanding of Sardinian Wines within IWMs?

•

What are IWM’s attitudes towards Sardinian Wines?

For what is certainly a niche category, IWMs have a high level of understanding of
and engagement with Sardinian wines. This is represented in the large number of
IWMs who have tasted the wines recently, who are familiar with the largest
producing zones on the island and who are familiar with the grape varieties.

IWMs have a positive attitude towards the style of Sardinian wines and their overall
value. However, they have a negative attitude towards the importance of Sardinian
wine within their businesses, the brands within Sardinian wine and the perceived
familiarity with Sardinian wine amongst their clientele.

Another aim of this study was to discover opportunities in IWMs so that
recommendations could be made to producers and importers of Sardinian wines to
achieve a higher profile and success in this channel.
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The fact that the majority of IWMs have tasted the wines of Sardinia recently
suggests that importers of the wines in the UK are doing an excellent job at giving
the wines a platform. However, the conversion rate from tasting to listing is relatively
low. An opportunity exists to increase the profile of the wines in the media given the
low engagement rate currently among IWMs.

A small number of respondents referred to a lack of knowledge or awareness of the
wines of Sardinia both for themselves and their clients. While the numbers of IWMs
who are familiar with the grapes and zones of Sardinia do not support this assertion,
the perceived lack of familiarity of the grape varieties among their clients does. An
opportunity exists to increase awareness of Sardinian wines both to IWMs and their
customers – increasing the profile of the wines within consumer media could have
the desired outcome. Interestingly, at the time of writing (April 2016) a focus piece on
the wines of Sardinia appeared in Decanter magazine (Jefford, 2016).

There is an implication throughout the research that IWMs have a positive attitude
overall toward the wines of Sardinia but there is apprehension in listing the wines as
they perceive that their customers do not understand them. Sardinian trade bodies
are not ready to address these issues. During the course of this research the author
made several attempts to contact various consorzio (wine trade bodies) to draw
greater understanding of their roles. These attempts were conducted by email and
telephone and in both Italian and English. Each of the attempts made by the author
failed to receive responses and time constraints did not allow for more than two or
three attempts to be made. This failure to respond to potential promotion
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opportunities could suggest a basic lack of marketing understanding. Alternatively,
this could indicate producers who have sold their stock and as such are not
interested in further promotion. In the author’s experience of visiting producers in
Sardinia this latter hypothesis is incorrect but further study could confirm this.

Given the overall positive attitudes in IWMs towards the style of wines from Sardinia
there is an implication that with better understanding and higher familiarity,
particularly within consumers, there is an opportunity to increase the profile of the
wines in terms of listings and sales. The presence of the Consorzio di Tutela del
Vermentino di Gallura DOCG at the London Wine Fair in May 2016 could suggest
that work on increasing familiarity has already begun with the aim of getting above
50.3% listings for the wines of Sardinia in IWMs.
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8:

APPENDICES

8.1:

Approved Research Paper Proposal

Research Paper Proposal
Submission Form
Student

19920

ID

Submission

3rd December

Date

2015

Name of Advisor:

Juliet Bruce Jones MW

Proposed Title:

An investigation into the attitudes of UK independent wine merchants
towards the wines of Sardinia.

Research Questions

A study looking at bricks & mortar independent wine merchants (IWM)
in the UK.

Define the subject of your
Research Paper and

As there is no set definition, for the purpose of this study, IWMs are

specify the specific

defined as specialist wine retailers with less than 15 outlets, based in

research questions you

one part of the country only. This definition is consistent with that of

plan to pursue:

The Wine Merchant Magazine.

(no more than 200 words)

Sardinian wines are defined as those with IGT, DOC or DOCG status.
As table wines have no labeling link to Sardinia they will not be
included.

There are two core questions to be addressed:
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1) What is the understanding of Sardinian wines within IWMs?

2) What are IWM’s attitudes towards Sardinian wines?

Q1 will establish what level of recognition Sardinian wine has
amongst IWMs.

Q2 will establish IWM’s attitudes toward Sardinian wine using aspects
of the consumer “wine purchase decision tree” (The Wilson Report –
includes: Price, Brand, Origin – relevant to those selling to end
consumers) with responses from importers being considered in the
survey creation.

The aim of the study is to discover perceptions and thus opportunities
in IWMs so that recommendations can be made to producers &
importers of Sardinian wines to attain higher profile and success in
this channel.
Background and

In 2014 Sardinia produced 74,621,400 litres of wine (istat) - 40%

Context:

DOC/DOCG and 4% IGT (Agenzia Laore Sardegna). In 2013, exports
were valued at 23.4 million euro.

Explain what is currently
known about the topic and

In the UK, Sardinian wines have a high profile in the on-trade but a

address why this topic

brief search of off-trade merchants shows that listings are few.
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requires/offers
opportunities for further

This is supported by figures on Sardinian wine sales from specialist

research.

Italian UK importers (by value)

(no more than 200 words)



Eurowines - 86% ON vs 14% OFF, while overall sales for the
company are 71% ON vs 29% OFF



Berkmann 86% ON vs 14% OFF, overall = 71% ON vs 29%
OFF



Astrum 86% ON vs 14% OFF



Liberty 58% ON vs 42% OFF

To give further context, when comparing these figures to that of
Sicilian wine; Eurowines are 92% to 8% in favour of on trade and
Berkmann are 91.5% to 8.5%

According to both Wine Intelligence and The Wine Merchant
Magazine, the IWM sector is growing within the UK. Sardinian wine
within UK IWMs is an area where no research has been published
before. As such, the results of this study will help producers &
importers of Sardinian wines improve their performance in the
growing IWM channel.
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Sources:

Istat, FederDoc, Civilta del Bere, Agenzia Laore Sardegna –
Sardinian Wine statistics

Identify the nature of your
source materials (official

The Wine Merchant, Harpers, Wine Intelligence,

documents, books,

http://ukwinesonline.co.uk – information on IWMs within the UK, UK

articles, other studies,

market

etc.) and give principle
sources if appropriate.

http://www.wilson-drinks-report.com/wine-purchase-decision-tree ,
https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2013/10/grape-becomes-uks-top-

(no more than 150 words)

wine-buying-cue/ - information on UK consumer purchasing decisions

Doing Your Research Project by Judith Bell – questionnaire
construction and analysis

Much general writing on Sardinian wine is available but no specific
writing on its position within the UK market exists, however, some
journals such as the below will be of relevance.

An evaluation of the Sardinia Wine's consumers satisfaction - Bonaria
Lai et al, Rivista di Economia Agraria

Unobserved heterogeneity in the wine market:
An analysis of Sardinian wine using mixed logit - Bonaria Lai et al,
American Association of Wine Economists (AAWE)
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The culture of wine buying in the UK off-trade – Caroline Ritchie,
International Journal of Wine Business Research (IJWBR)

An international comparison of retail consumer wine choice – Steve
Goodman, IJWBR

Research Methodology:

Exploratory Interviews
Interviews with a small core of 5-10 UK importers and 2-3 sommeliers

Please detail how you will

specializing in Italian wines. Information will be collected and

identify and gather the

recorded in one to one, phone and email interviews to establish the

material or information

scene for Sardinian wine within the UK market. Importantly these

necessary to answer the

interviews will help to define the questions posed to the IWMs in the

research question(s) and

survey.

discuss what techniques
you will use to analyse this There is a lack of precise export data from Sardinia and interviews
information.

with key opinion leaders are important to highlight and confirm the
breakdown of where Sardinian wines are sold.

(no more than 500 words)
Survey creation & testing
Based on the results of these interviews, combined with aspects of
consumer buying decision trees, a questionnaire will be created to be
circulated amongst IWMs. This survey will address the two core
questions of this research – understanding of and attitudes towards,
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Sardinian wine. While the focus of this research is on Sardinia, in
order to add broader context, respondents will also be questioned
briefly on the wines of Sicily. The two region’s shared status as
islands and autonomous regions of Italy allows for good comparison.

According to The Wine Merchant there are 556 IWMs in the UK. To
achieve statistical significance for this population with a confidence
level of 95% and a confidence interval of 5%, 227 responses are
required. (http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm)

Previous surveys of IWMs by Harpers and The Wine Merchant
received “more than 120” and “just over 100” responses respectively.
Were this study to duplicate the higher response rate of 120 at a 95%
confidence level, the confidence interval would be 7.93% which, while
acknowledging its greater inaccuracy, would still show firm results in
the face of the time and budgetary constraints of this study. Should a
lower response rate be received, while statistical significance would
be lower, the responses would form an excellent foundation for a
future study under less constraints.

A range of question styles would be used in the survey with likert
scale questions to gauge attitudes of Sardinian wines and closed
questions to gauge understanding of the wines.
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The survey would be sent to a group of 4-6 peers, in other parts of the
off-trade (supermarkets / nationwide retailers / direct sales) in order to
have a period of testing.

Survey circulation
The final draft would then be emailed to the IWM population.

Data analysis
Market research tool Survey Monkey will be employed to collate this
data. It has built-in analysis tools that allow filtering information from
responses, graph building, and file export. Filtering allows responses
to be analysed by key criteria such as: number of Sardinian lines
listed, territory in which the IWM is based, retailer’s specialization and
price point, for example. It will help link respondent’s understanding of
Sardinian wines with their attitudes towards them. Graphs will be
used as visual aids to numerical results.

Potential to Contribute

There are no studies on Sardinian Wine within UK IWMs, as such this

to the Body of

study would add original research to the current body of knowledge

Knowledge on Wine:

on both Sardinian Wine and UK IWMs.

Explain how this Research

It will also expand on the body of knowledge existing worldwide for
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Paper will add to the

Sardinian wine, as seen in the research of Bonaria et al. Bonaria’s

current body of knowledge

research focused on consumer preferences - this paper will add a

on this subject.

different angle to those studies as it will focus on the gatekeepers
within the trade.

(no more than 150 words)
This research will build on Ritchie’s work on the culture of wine buying
in the UK off-trade, again by adding a trade angle to research on
consumers.

This paper will also add to the body of knowledge on Italian wine
within the UK market and it will provide a good foundation should
someone wish to undertake a consumer driven study on Sardinian
wine at a later date.

Proposed Time
Schedule/Programme:

December 2015


Contact key importers/sommeliers to establish Sardinian
wine’s current place in the UK market.

This section should
provide a summary of the



Compile database of IWMs in the UK

time schedule for the



Complete Literature Review

research, analysis and
write-up of the Research
Paper and should indicate

January 2016
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approximate dates with



First drafts of survey for IWMs

key deliverables.



Complete testing on survey and finish editing

February


Survey circulation



Send follow up emails

March


Send final reminders



Complete analysis of survey

April


Complete writing



Send first draft to RP advisor

May


Complete edits and final check



Send to trusted peers for proof-reading

June


Submit to advisor

July


Final deadline July 1st
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8.2:

List of Interviewees

Baum, John

Winemakers Club

Importer

Owner

11/05/2015

Bielak, Nick

Vinexus

Importer

Director

08/05/2015

Cancedda,
Laura

Berkmann Wine
Cellars

Importer

Marketing Assistant

06/10/2015

Decoux,
Christophe

The River Cafe

Restaurant

Head Sommelier

08/01/2016

Docherty MW,
Jen

Liberty Wines

Importer

Wine Buyer

07/10/2015

Johnson,
Andrew

Armit Wines

Importer

Head of Sales

31/10/2015

Laird, James

Eurowines

Importer

General Manager

24/11/2015

Perna, Mark

Astrum Wine
Cellars

Importer

Marketing Manager

02/10/2015

Scicluna,
Hector

Flint Wines

Importer

Italian Buyer

08/05/2015

Turi,
Giuseppe

Enoteca Turi

Restaurant

Owner

17/12/2015
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8.3:


Semi-Structured Interview Questions
Does your business list any Sardinian wines? If so - how many? What
producers?



Is there a particular style of Sardinian wine that you think works well with your
customers?



Do you think the wines of Sardinia resonate with your customers?



Do they ask for them by name / brand / grape variety or not at all - only on
recommendation by the sommelier team (restaurant)?



Do you think the wines of Sardinia offer good value?



If you were to compare with Sicily for example - how many listings do you
have there?



From your perspective to you get more for your money buying a Sicilian wine
when compared to Sardinian wine?



Does Sicily resonate with your clientele more?



Do you think there is anything Sardinian wine could do from a consumer or
trade point of view to grow their success and market penetration?



What percentage of your overall sales are Italian wines by volume/value?



What percentage of your Italian sales are Sardinian wines by volume/value?



(Importer) What percentage of your Sardinian sales are on/off trade?



(Importer) What percentage of your Sardinian sales are on/off trade within
London (within M25)?
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8.4:

Population of IWMs

161 Food & Drink

Barrica Wine

40 Maltby Street

Bat and Bottle

A.C.Gallie

Beaconsfield Wine Cellars

Abbey Wines

Bedales Enterprises

Adnams

Beer Brothers Uk

Aged In Oak Wines

Bennett's Wine Warehouse

Aitken Wines

Bentley's Wine Merchants

Ake and Humphris

Berry Bros and Rudd Ltd

Albion Wine Shippers

Best Cellars

Alexander Hadleigh

Bianca Trading

Amathus Drinks

Bijou Bottles / Bouchon

Amps Fine Wines

Bin 21

Anjo Wines

Bin Ends (Thurso Fine Wines)

Ann et Vin Ltd

Bintwo

Appellation Nation

Black White Red

Appellation Wines

Blakes Fine Wines

Askew Wine

Blanco and Gomez

Auriol Wines

Blas ar Fwyd

Avery’s Wine Merchants

Blue Otter Wines

Bablake Wines

Bob Wines

Bacchanalia

Borough Wine Importers Ltd

Bacchus Wine

Bottle Apostle

Bacco Wine

Bowland Forest Vintners

Barrels and Bottles

Bray Valley Wines
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Broadway Wine Company

Chez Vin

Brooks and Son wine

Chordale Wine Merchants

Brooksby Wines

Christopher Piper Wines

Bucktrouts

Clapton Craft

Buon Vino

Clifton Cellars

Butlers Wine Cellars

Connolly's Wine Merchants

Cairns & Hickey Wines

Cork and Cask

Camber Wines

Corks & Cases

Cambridge Wine Merchants

Corks Of Cotham

Campbells of Leyburn

Corks Out

Cape Wine And Food

Corkscrew Jersey

Carringtons Fine Wines

Corkscrew Wines

Carruthers and Kent

Cornelius Beer and Wine

Caviste

Corney and Barrow

Cellar by the Quay

Cotswold Vintners

Cellar SW4

Cozzi and Boffa

Centurion Vintners

Cross Stobs Bottle Shop

Champagne & Fromage

Cuculo

Champion Wines

Czerwik Fine Wine and Cheeses

Charles Mitchell Wines

D Vine Cellars

Charles Rose Wines

D.Byrne And Co

Charterhouse Wine Company

Dalla Terra

Cheers Wine Merchants

Dallas Liquor Mart

Cheers Wine Shop

Dalling and Co

Chester Beer & Wine

D'Arcy Wine Merchants
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Davis Bell McCraith Wines

El Vino Co Limited

Davy's

Ellies Cellar

Define Food and Wine Ltd

Essentially Wine

Delivino

Eton Vintners

Denby Dale Wine

Etruscan Wines

Derventio Wines

Everymans Wine

Dickens House Wine Emporium

Evington`s Wine Merchants

Dike & Son

EWGA

Dillies

Ex Cellar

Direct Wine Shipments

Excel Vintners Ltd - WINEBEAR

Divine Fine Wines

Exel Wines

Donard Wines

Eynsham Cellars

Drinkmonger

Fareham Wine Cellar

Drinks Well

Field & Fawcett

Dulwich Vintners

Fingal Rock

Duncan Murray Wines

Fintry Wines

Dunell's Premier Wines

Flagship Wines Limited

Durrants Fine Wines

Flourish & Prosper

Dylan's Wine Merchants

Food and Fine Wine Ltd

Dynamic Vines

Forest Wines

Earle Wines

Fortnum and Mason PLC

Edencroft Wines

Fountainhall Wines

Edgmond Village Store

Four Walls Wine

Edwin Giddings

Fourth and Church

El Madero

Frazier's Wine Merchants
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Friarwood

Great Western Wine

Fullaloves Ltd

Guildford Wine Company

Fyne Wines

Gwin Dylanwad Wine

Gales of Llangollen

Gwin Llyn Wines

Gapwines

Hailsham Cellars (Neulin Trading /

Gauntleys of Nottingham

winedirect.co.uk)

General Store

Halifax Wine Company

George Hill of Loughborough

Hampton Wines

George Strachan

Handford Wines

Gerrys Soho Wines and Spirits

Hard to Find Wines

Good Taste

Harper Wells

Gordon and Macphail

Harrison's Deli & Wine Shop

Goyt Wines

Harrods Limited 15808557

Grand-Cru-Company

Harrogate Fine Wine Co

Grange Wine Merchants

Harvey Nichols and Co Limited

Grantham's Fine Food and Wine

Harveys of Lewes

Grape & Grain

Hay Wines

Grape and Grain

Haynes Hanson and Clark

Grape and Grind

Haywood Wines

Grape Expectations

Hedley Wright Wine Merchants

Grape Sense

Hedonism Wines

Grapes of Worthing

Henderson Wines

Gravity Bottle Shop

Hennings Wine Merchants

Grayshott Wines

Henri's of Edinburgh

Great Grog

Hercules Wine Warehouse Ltd
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Heron & Brearley Ltd

Kingsgate Wine and Provisions

Hic Wines

KWM Wines & Spirits

Hicks & Don

La Zouch Cellars

Highbury Vintners

Laithwaites

Hop Pocket Wine Company

Lamorbey Wines

Houlton Wines

Lancaster Wines Company

Hoults

Lancelot Wines

House of Townend Wines

l'Art du Vin

Humble Grape

Last Drop Wines Ltd

Huntsworth Wine Co

Last Try Wines Ltd

In Vino Veritas

Latitude Wine

Inverarity One to One

Le Bon Vin

Inverarity Vaults

Le Mouton Rouge

J E Ridlington and Son

Le Pinardier Ltd

J Wadsworth

Le Vignoble

James Nicholson Wine Merchant

Lea & Sandeman

Jeroboams

Les Caves de Pyrene

John Gordons

Les Caves Du Patron

John Hattersley Wines

Lewis and Cooper Ltd

John Scott and Miller Ltd

Light House Wines

Joseph Barnes Wines

Lightfoots Wine Line

Juckes Fine Wines

Lindley Fine Wines

Just add Grapes

Liquorice

Just in Case

Lockett Bros

Kenny's Wine Store

Loki Wines Ltd
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London Wine Shippers

Newcomer Wines

Love Wine

Nickolls and Perks Limited

Luckins Wine Store

No 2 Pound Street

Luvians Bottle Shop

Noble Fine Liquor

M Wine Store

Noble Green Wines

Made In Little France

Noble Wines

Magnum Wineshop

Noel Young Wines

Malpas Stallard

North & South Wines

Manningtree Cellars

North Coast Wine Co

Market Row Wines

Oakdene Fine Wines

Martinez Wines

Oakham Wines

Merton Wine Merchants

Old Bridge Wine

Milford Wine Centre

Old Butchers Wine Cellar

Mill Hill Wines

Old Chapel Cellars

Milroys of Soho

Old School Wines

Mitchells Wines

Olde Worlde Wines

Momentum Wines

Oliver Beer and Wine Ltd

Morrish & Banham

One One Two Wines

Mouton Rouge

Page & Sons

Mr and Mrs Fine Wine

Pallant of Arundel

Mr Lawrence Wine Merchants Ltd

Palmers Wine Store

Mumbles Fine Wines

Park + Bridge Ltd

ND John

Park Vintners

New Forest Wines

Partridges of Sloane Street

New Street Wine Shop

Passione Vino
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Penistone Wine Cellars

Rehills of Jesmond

Peter Green and Co

Reno Wine

Peter Osborne Fine Wines

Reserve Ltd

Peter Watts Wines

Reuben's Wine Store

Philglas and Swiggot Ltd

Ricco Wines

Phoenix and Plum

Richard Granger

Planet of The Grapes

Richard Kihl Ltd

PM Wine Cellars

Richardsons of Whitehaven

Portland Wine Cellars

Roberts and Speight Ltd

Portland Wine Co

Robertsons of Pitlochry

Premier Cru Fine Wines

Rodney Densem Wines

Press Wine Services

Rollings Wine

Priory Wines

Rothbury Wines

Prohibition Wines

Russell and Newnes Wine Shops

Provisions

Rutland Vintners

Purley Wines

Saddleworth Wine Vault

Quaff Fine Wine Merchant Ltd

Salut Wines Ltd

R&H Fine Wines

Sandhams Wine

Raeburn Fine Wines

Satchells of Burnham Market

Raffles Fine Wines

Savage Selection Ltd

Raisin Fine Wine

Scarlet Wines

Ranmore wines

Selfridges Retail Ltd

RDM Wines Ltd

SH Jones

Refreshers

Shaftesbury Wines

Regent Wines

Sheldon's Wine Cellars
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Shills of Cockermouth

Teign Cellars

Sideways Wines

Ten Green Bottles

Simply Wines Direct

The 10 Cases

Smith's Wines

The Beerhive

Smokehouse Wines

The Black Dog Wine Company

Soho Wine Supply

The Blue Glass Ind Wine Merch

South Downs Cellars

The Bon Vivant's Companion

Spirited Wines

The Bottle Bank

St Andrews Wine Company

The Bottle Shop

Stainton Wines

The Bottle Stop

Stanpit Wines

THE BOTTLENECK

Starmore Boss

The Cellar Buntingford

Steep Hill Wines

The Cheese & Wine Company

Stirchley Wines

The Cheese and Wine Shop

Stone Vine and Sun

The

Summerseat

Wellington

Symposium Wine Emporium

The Crafty Pint

T Wright

The Crushed Grape

Tailor Made Wine Library

The Dorset Wine Company

Talking Wines

The Drinks Emporium

Tanners Wine Merchants

The English Wine Centre

Tasting House

The Fine Wine Company

Tasting Room

The Framlingham Wine Shop

Taurus Wines Ltd

The French Wine People

Taylor`s Fine Wine

The General Wine Company
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Cheese

and Wine

Shop

of

The Good Wine Shop Ltd

The Somerset Wine Co

The Grapevine

The Square Wine Company

The Halifax Wine Company

The Stamford Wine Company

The Hanging Ditch Wine Merch

The Stony Wine Emporium

The Haslemere Cellar

The Strand Wine Company

The House of Menzies

The Tankerton Wine Room

The Imperial Wine Company

The Village Vine

The Island Wine Company

The Vine King

The Jolly Vintner

The Vine Shop

The Jolly Vintner Too

The Vineyard

The Jug and Bottle

The VineYard

The Leamington Wine Company

The Vineyard Belfast

The Little Tipple

The Vintage House

The Naked Grape Ltd

The Wine Cellar

The New Wine Shop

The Wine Cellars

The Oxford Wine Company

The Wine Centre

The Pip Stop

The Wine Chambers

The Porterage Company

The Wine Circle

The Rural Vintner

The Wine Company NI

The Salusbury Wine Store

The Wine Connection

The Sampler

The Wine Factor

The Secret Cellar

The Wine Library

The Shenfield Wine Co

The Wine Press

The Smiling Grape Company

The Wine Reserve Ltd

The Solent Cellar

The Wine Scouts
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The Wine Shop (Leek)

Tudor Wine Merchants

The Wine Shop (Liverpool) Ltd

Tufton Arms Wine Shop

The Wine Shop, Winscombe

Turner Wines

The Wine Society

Turton Wines

The Wine Stand

Twenty One Wines

The Wine Store

Ultracomida

The Wine Tasting Company

Uncorked Ltd

The Wine Tasting Shop

Underwood Wine Warehouse

The Winehouse

Unwined in Tooting

The Winemakers Club

Upton upon Severn Wines

The Winery

V C Vintners

The Wineyard and Deli

Vagabond Wines Ltd

The Wright Wine Company

Valhalla's Goat

Theatre of Wine

Valvona and Crolla Ltd

Thomas Panton Wine Merchants

Vesuvio

Thomas Peatling

Vickis Wine Merchants

Tivoli Wines Ltd

Victor Hugo

Toast (East Dulwich) Wine Shop

Victualler

Tom l'Anson Wines

Village Wines

Topsham Wines

Villeneauve Wines

Toscanaccio

Vin Est

Totnes Wine

Vin Neuf

Touchstone Wines

Vinarius

Trenchermans of Dorset

Vinea

Trina's Wines

Vineyards of Sherbourne
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Vini Italiani

Windermere Wine Stores Ltd

Vini Vivi

Wine and the Vine

Vino & Vino

Wine Array

Vino Isle of Man

Wine Bear

Vino Valentino

Wine Discoveries

Vino Vero

Wine Geek

Vino Wines

Wine In Cornwall Ltd

Vinology

Wine Pantry

Vinomondo

Wine Rooms

Vinotopia

Wine Store at No 4

Vintage Cellars

Wine Therapy

Vintage Wines Ltd

Wine Time Wines

Wadebridge Wines

Wine Utopia

Warren Wines

Wine World

Waterloo Wine Company

Wine-Boutique

Weavers of Nottingham

Wined up Here Ltd

Wellswood Wines

Wine-Man

West End Wine Company

Wines at West End (http://www.les-

Whalley Wine Shop

vignerons.co.uk/)

Wheelers Wine Cellar

Wines of Interest

Whirly Wines

Winesolution

Whitebridge Wines

Wolseley Wine Loft

Whitmore & White

Wood Winters

William Mason Fine Wines

Woodbridge Wine Company

Wimbledon Wine Cellar Ltd

Woodford Wine Room
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Worth Bros Wine Merchants

York Beer & Wine Shop

Yapp Brothers

York Wines

Ye Olde Bottoms Up

Zelas Ltd
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8.5:

Sample of IWMs

Ake and Humphris

Dalling and Co

Alexander Hadleigh

Davis Bell McCraith Wines

Amathus Drinks

Davy's

Amps Fine Wines

Dulwich Vintners

Appellation Nation

Dylan's Wine Merchants

Appellation Wines

Ellies Cellar

Beaconsfield Wine Cellars

Evington`s Wine Merchants

Berry Bros and Rudd Ltd

Excel Vintners Ltd - WINEBEAR

Bin Ends (Thurso Fine Wines)

Exel Wines

Blanco and Gomez

Fintry Wines

Bottle Apostle

Flourish & Prosper

Bray Valley Wines

Food and Fine Wine Ltd

Camber Wines

Forest Wines

campbells of leyburn

Four Walls Wine

Caviste

Fourth and Church

Cellar by the Quay

Fullaloves Ltd

Cellar SW4

Fyne Wines

Chester Beer & Wine

Grapes of Worthing

Chez Vin

Grayshott Wines

Clapton Craft

Gwin Dylanwad Wine

Clifton Cellars

Gwin Llyn Wines

Corks & Cases

Hailsham Cellars (Neulin Trading /

Corney and Barrow

winedirect.co.uk)

Cozzi and Boffa

Hampton Wines
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Handford Wines

Lightfoots Wine Line

Hard to Find Wines

Love Wine

Harper Wells

Market Row Wines

Harrison's Deli & Wine Shop

Martinez Wines

Harrogate Fine Wine Co

Mill Hill Wines

Harvey Nichols and Co Limited

Momentum Wines

Hay Wines

Morrish & Banham

Hedonism Wines

ND John

Hennings Wine Merchants

No 2 Pound Street

Hercules Wine Warehouse Ltd

Noble Fine Liquor

Heron & Brearley Ltd

Noel Young Wines

Hic Wines

Old Bridge Wine

Highbury Vintners

Park + Bridge Ltd

Hop Pocket Wine Company

Park Vintners

Joseph Barnes Wines

Penistone Wine Cellars

KWM Wines & Spirits

Peter Watts Wines

La Zouch Cellars

Philglas and Swiggot Ltd

Laithwaites

Portland Wine Co

Lancaster Wines Company

Premier Cru Fine Wines

Last Drop Wines Ltd

Priory Wines

Last Try Wines Ltd

Prohibition Wines

Latitude Wine

R&H Fine Wines

Le Vignoble

Raeburn Fine Wines

Lea & Sandeman

Reserve Ltd

Lewis and Cooper Ltd

Reuben's Wine Store
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Richard Kihl Ltd

The Little Tipple

Shills of Cockermouth

The Naked Grape Ltd

Smith's Wines

The New Wine Shop

Soho Wine Supply

The Pip Stop

South Downs Cellars

The Salusbury Wine Store

St Andrews Wine Company

The Sampler

Stainton Wines

The Solent Cellar

Steep Hill Wines

The Somerset Wine Co

Stone Vine and Sun

The Vine King

Tanners Wine Merchants

The Vineyard

Tasting Room

The VineYard

Taurus Wines Ltd

The Vintage House

Ten Green Bottles

The Wine Centre

The Bottle Bank

The Wine Library

The Bottle Shop

The Wine Reserve Ltd

THE BOTTLENECK

The Wine Scouts

The Cheese and Wine Shop

The Wine Society

The Dorset Wine Company

The Wine Stand

The English Wine Centre

The Winemakers Club

The Framlingham Wine Shop

The Winery

The General Wine Company

The Wright Wine Company

The Haslemere Cellar

Theatre of Wine

The House of Menzies

Thomas Panton Wine Merchants

The Imperial Wine Company

Thomas Peatling

The Jolly Vintner

Tom l'Anson Wines
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Toscanaccio

Vinotopia

Totnes Wine

Vintage Cellars

Trenchermans of Dorset

Weavers of Nottingham

Trina's Wines

Whitebridge Wines

Tufton Arms Wine Shop

William Mason Fine Wines

Turton Wines

Wine Pantry

Uncorked Ltd

Wine Store at No 4

Upton upon Severn Wines

Wine Time Wines

Vagabond Wines Ltd

Wined up Here Ltd

Vin Est

Wines of Interest

Vineyards of Sherbourne

Woodbridge Wine Company

Vini Italiani

Worth Bros Wine Merchants

Vini Vivi

Yapp Brothers

Vino Vero

York Beer & Wine Shop

Vino Wines

York Wines
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8.6:

Online Survey
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